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of the road, when to look right, when left, what happens
to traffic turning out of a main stream and so on. Most
people cease to fear situations as soon as they under-
stand them sufficiently to feel that they can deal with
them.
It is pitiful to think how many girls have had weeks
and weeks of worry—another form of fear—because they
must pass an examination in mathematics. Here again bad
teaching is the cause, and far too early did that bad teach-
ing begin. It is not sufficiently recognized that success in
teaching any subject is at base far more a matter of sound
psychological theory than of special rules applicable to
one branch of teaching. A child's dislike and often fear
of mathematics has its origin in a feeling of being faced
with something he can't understand and can't do. If
when he fails to accomplish a task, obviously impossible
for him, he is scolded or punished, then to the initial feeling
of bewildered fear is added fear of punishment. If every
teacher of mathematics would refrain from class teach-
ing, take children only in groups when they wanted help
over some point, patiently go back to the simplest point
until it was understood, we should not hear so much
of those people who say in sheer self-defence to cover up
their mistakes, * I never can do mathematics ', and some-
times add, ' none of my family can '. The normal person
with good sensible teaching can do elementary mathematics
and get that amount of satisfaction which accompanies
work that can be proved to be correct. Let a child fearn
the first main rules of arithmetic through community
shops, post offices, &c., let hifn come to the generalization
as a simplification of his own experience and not as a super-
imposition from above; let his mistakes be looked upon
as lapses of knowledge or a sign he needs more practice
in a particular operation; then he will go on from step
to step steadily and happily. But if his teacher is worried,
either because she is confused over the process or because

